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Abstract

Shape analysis is a field of static analysis focusing on verification of programs manipulat-
ing dynamic data structures. An approach to shape analysis described in this work is based
on combination of abstract interpretation and forest automata. This paper presents abstract
interpretation as a general method for defining semantics of programs first. Then forest au-
tomata are defined and their ability to model dynamic data structure is presented. Finally, an
application of abstract interpretation based on forest automata in shape analysis is covered.
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1 Introduction

Abstract interpretation based on forest automata is a technique of shape analysis. Shape analysis is
a field of static analysis aiming to formal verification of memory safety properties (safety properties
guarantee that something bad never happens) of programs manipulating dynamic data structures.
The violations of the safety properties are often bugs such as segmentation fault, invalid frees or
memory leaks. Abstract interpretation based on forest automata can detect these violations and
provide a counterexample (a particular path in analysed program leading to a memory bug) or
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it can prove correctness of program (w.r.t. given specification) by generation of shape invariants
representing all possible shapes which can be allocated on heap in a given point of analysed program.
When we refer to shapes of heap then it means (in context of shape analysis) that the data structures
allocated on heap are viewed as graphs forming different shapes.

This work describes both components, abstract interpretation and forest automata, separately
and then their synthesis for the purposes of shape analysis is presented.

Abstract interpretation is not only a method of formal verification but it is a general framework
for automatic definition or (sound) approximation of program semantics (w.r.t. tracked properties)
from its source code. Abstract interpretation does not track the properties of interest in program
under its original semantics (in so called concrete domain). It represents them in abstract domain.
This abstract representation is more concise but information-losing. E.g., consider an analysis of
possible values of integer variables. The concrete domain is formed by the set of sets of integers and
the abstract domain can be set of intervals over integers. In such case, a concrete value t2, 10, 100u
of a variable could be represented by interval x´100, 100y in the abstract domain. It is of course
possible to pick a more precise interval such as x2, 100y. A choice of interval depends on an ab-
straction function which maps values from concrete domain to abstract one. An abstract function
is often compromise between precision and computational feasibility (i.e., avoiding a state space ex-
plosion during analysis). Apart from abstract domain, we also need to define the effects of program
statements on observed properties in abstract domain.

A choice of abstract domain and abstraction function is not completely unrestricted. The frame-
work of abstract interpretation requires to chose them to overapproximate all possible behaviors of
the original program. Then each possible behavior of the analysed program is included in behaviors
of the program in abstract domain. Such overapproximation is sound because it will not miss any
behavior of the original program. On the other hand, a weakness of this approach is incomplete-
ness — occurrence of the behaviors of program not presented in the original semantics.

One can ask for the reasons of the overapproximation when it leads to imprecise information
about program semantics. The reasons are two. The first and the main one is that an abstraction
(representation in abstract domain) gives analysis chance to terminate since the problem of defining
semantics of a program is generally undecidable (by reduction from halting problem). The second
reason is an acceleration of computation of semantics by reduction of explored state space in abstract
domain. That is in contrast to an analysis in concrete domain which often lead to space explosion
problem and so to an exponential complexity.

The information collected by abstract interpretation can be used not only in verification but
also in automatic code optimization done by compilers or as a support for debugging (e.g. abstract
interpretation can provide data flow graph).

The other essential part of this work is forest automata (FA) theory. Forest automata were
introduced in [7]. They are basically tuples of tree automata (TA) (automata similar to finite
automata but they accept trees instead of words) which are interconnected by references to another
TA of FA in symbols from alphabet of forest automaton. Forest automata have been designed
directly for shape analysis and they came from principles of abstract regular model checking [2].
However, in [1] they were presented as an abstract domain in abstract interpretation because forest
automata can model a certain class of data structure. These data structures can be viewed as graphs
(or shapes) that can be decomposed to the tuples of trees (this trees are interconnected by the
mentioned references). These tuples of trees can be accepted by forest automata as the members of
their languages. Therefore forest automata can represent (by their languages) the possible shapes
of heaps and so they can be used as an abstract domain. The abstraction techniques over forest
automata were also designed to approximate represented state space and makes possible for analysis
to terminate.

Forest automata based abstract interpretation is done by (i) using forest automata as an abstract
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domain, (ii) definition of the appropriate operations over forest automata modeling statements in
program modifying dynamic data structures and (iii) using abstraction over FA to enable approx-
imating all possible shapes of heap in particular program points. The method is able to analyse
complex dynamic data structures such as skip-list of the second and the third level which are not
automatically analysable by any other technique.

The rest of this work is structured as follows. In Section 2, abstract interpretation will be formally
defined and the same is done for forest automata in Section 3. The abstract interpretation based on
forest automata is formally described in Section 4.

2 Abstract Interpretation Framework

We already gave some intuition about principles of abstract interpretation in the introduction. This
sections provides with more formal and deep description of method. First, the mentioned exam-
ple about tracking integer variables is completed by other ingredients of abstract interpretation to
deepen the intuition. Then the formal definition of abstract interpretation is given, construction
of its parts and its properties are described. Finally, a method for computing semantics (or its
overapproximation) of program using abstract interpretation is presented.

Consider again the example of the abstract interpretation for tracking the possible values of
integer variables. The concrete domain is a set of sets of integers 2Z (for simplification we will not
consider overflows of integer variables etc.). The statements of programming language changing
values of the variables (e.g., assignment or increment) are called concrete transformers. A concrete
analysis over the concrete domain with the concrete transformers would led to non-termination of
analysis because infinite space may arise. The non-termination problem can be addressed by doing
the analysis in abstract domain, which is a set of intervals over Z.

To model the semantics of program in abstract domain, it is necessary to define abstract trans-
formers modeling the concrete semantics. The abstract transformers should reflect an effect of a
concrete transformer on the properties tracked by abstract interpretation. In our example, con-
sider the variables x and y with assigned values p´8,´100y and p´100, 100q in abstract domain.
The abstract transformer corresponding to arithmetic addition ` should for x ` y give the result
p´8, 100q.

Moreover, we will need to define operator joining possible values of a variable over more paths in
program. The examples of program points needing such an operator is the end of if statement or
the beginning of while loop. E.g., the join of a variable x with the abstract value x100, 200y in then

branch of if statement and x400, 500y in else branch would result to the abstract value x100, 500y
taking the smaller beginning and greater end of the both intervals as the boundaries of the new
interval.

The join operator should result to the greater or equal abstract value compared to its inputs.
This is the key property of join operator. An ordering Ď over abstract domain is therefore needed
for checking of this property of join operator.

Now we will continue from the intuitive description to the formal definition of abstract interpre-
tation (definitions are given in the same way as in [4]).

2.1 Formal Definition of Abstract Interpretation

Abstract Interpretation I of a program P is a tuple I “ pQ, ˝,Ď,J,K, τq where

• Q is an abstract domain

• ˝ : QˆQÑ Q is a join operator
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• ĎĎ QˆQ is a relation (ordering) such that @x, y P Q : x Ď y Ø x ˝ y “ y

• J is a supremum of Q

• K is a infinum of Q

• τ “ tQ ˆ . . . ˆ Q Ñ Qu is a set of abstract transformers, where a length of the sequence
Qˆ . . .ˆQ determines arity of abstract transformer

pQ, ˝,Ď,J,Kq forms a complete semi lattice.
Abstract transformers can be specified by formalization of behavior of concrete instructions of

program using e.g., denotational or operational semantics w.r.t. properties tracked by abstract
interpretation. Therefore when a programming language has a well-defined semantics then it is easy
to use abstract interpretation as a method for computation of a precise program semantics written
in this programming language.

2.2 Properties of Abstract Interpretation

The most important characteristics of abstract interpretation are going to be described in the follow-
ing section. Since abstract interpretation overapproximates possible behaviors of the concrete system
it is a sound method. A prove of soundness will be informally described using two auxiliary func-
tions α, γ for switching between abstract and concrete domain. An abstraction function α : P Ñ Q
assigns to an item from concrete domain an item from abstract domain and a concretization function
γ : Q Ñ P maps values from abstract domain back to concrete domain. Assume also an ordering
ďĎ P ˆ P . Triples pQ,Ď, αq and pP,ď, γq form Gallois connections [4] which is defined as follows:

pQ,Ď, α, γ,ď, P q is Gallois connections iff pQ,Ďq and pP,ďq are posets and
@p P P @q P Q : p ď γpqq ô αppq Ď q

The properties of Gallois connections implies that @p P P : p ď γpαppqq. Let q “ αppq then it
holds αppq Ď q, thus p ď γpqq and finally p ď γpαppqq. We get that a concretization of an abstracted
value of concrete system is greater than the original value and covers the original value. Another
necessary property of abstract interpretation for soundness is that abstract transformers do not
violate Gallois connection. Formally, αpInpp1, . . . , pnqq ď τInpαpp1q, . . . , αppnqq where p1, . . . , pn P P
and τIn is an abstract transformer modeling semantics of an instruction In in concrete program.
These two properties of abstract domain and abstract transformers ensure soundness of abstract
interpretation.

On the other hand, abstract interpretation is not complete. The fact p ď γpαppqq (a concretiza-
tion of abstracted value is something greater) implies that an abstraction of concrete value may lead
to overapproximation of possible behaviors. This is undesirable in the applications such as formal
verification where the behaviors added by overapproximation can contain a violation of the checked
properties.

A possible solution of problems caused by incompleteness is a refinement of the abstraction.
However, an immoderate refinement can led to infeasible computational complexity or even to non-
termination of the method. Generally, termination of abstract interpretation is guaranteed when
abstract domain Q satisfies that Kleene’s sequence is finite [4]. This is achieved when abstract domain
is finite, or a length of any strictly increasing chain is finite, or abstract domain satisfies the ascending
chain condition (every strictly increasing chain is finite, although not bounded). Then the termi-
nation comes from Tarski’s fixpoint theorem [5]. When abstract domain contains infinite Kleene’s
sequence then the abstract transformers can be defined to allow only finite Kleene’s sequences during
abstraction. When the abstract domain has infinite Kleene’s sequences and the abstract transformers
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do not exclude them from computation during abstract interpretation then the sequences should be
truncated or computation of fixpoint approximated by some heuristic. Finally, when the infinite
sequence are excluded then termination is again guaranteed by Tarski’s fixpoint theorem [4].

The abstraction brings inherently certain trade-off between precision and efficiency of the method.
When the abstraction is very precise then the analysis is slower because larger state space has to be
explored.

2.3 Widening and Narrowing

In abstract interpretation, the mentioned approximation of fixpoint is used in computation of all
possible behaviors of a given program point. The approximation is primarily necessary in the loop
points of program where a new possible behavior of a program can be generated in each loop cycle.
This could lead to unbounded sequence of possible behaviors and nontermination of the analysis.
A concept of widening is introduced to resolve such cases. The binary operation O : Q ˆQ Ñ Q is
widening iff:

• @q, q1 P Q : q ˝ q1 Ď qOq1

• Every infinite sequence s0, . . . , si, . . . such that s0 “ C0 and si “ si´1OCi, where C0, Ci P Q, is
not strictly increasing.

Informally, using widening O instead of join ˝ is one of possible heuristic which will approximate
fixpoint of infinite Kleene’s sequence. It also accelerates the fixpoint computation compared with
join because @q, q1 P Q : q ˝ q1 Ď qOq1.

The opposite operation to widening is narrowing. While widening accelerates computation nar-
rowing refines the overapproximation to get a more precise information. Formally, the binary oper-
ation 4 : QˆQÑ Q is widening iff:

• @q, q1 P Q : pq1 Ď qq ñ q1 Ď q4q1 Ď q

• Every infinite sequence s0, . . . , si, . . . such that s0 “ C0 and si “ si´14Ci, where C0, Ci P Q, is
not strictly decreasing.

Although the widening refines the abstraction it does not break conditions guaranteeing fixpoint
computation or approximation what comes from the second point of widening definition.

2.4 Computing Semantics Using Abstract Interpretation

We defined abstract interpretation and its basic properties but we have not yet mentioned how to use
it for computing semantics of program. Consider a program P with program points denoted Pi where
i is an index of a program location. We set the initial values of the tracked semantics properties
to K for each program point i. Then the corresponding abstract transformers in the given program
point are applied repetitively until a fixpoint in each location is reached. The changes in tracked
values in one program locations are propagated to each iteration to the subsequent locations. Join,
widening (and if needed also narrowing) are applied at the program points such as loop points or
ends of conditions where more paths meet. The abstract transformers are applied using round robin
algorithm where the order of transformers is defined by the original program locations.

A computation of semantics can be also viewed as a computation of a solution for a system
of equitation [3]. Each program location with its dedicated abstract transformer can be viewed as
one equitation. The different equations share variables what leads to propagation of values between
equitation. An existence of (approximate) solution of this system of equations is guaranteed by
existence of a fixpoint in abstract interpretation.
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While the first mentioned approach to computing the semantics of a program is closer to im-
plementation perspective, the second one is often used in papers focusing on theoretical aspects of
abstract interpretation and the related mathematical background.

Example 2.1 The working example about tracking integer values will be completed in the notion of
the defined framework. The example is taken from [4]. We want to instantiate abstract interpretation
framework for approximating possible values of integer variables in given program location. Concrete
domain is 2Z and a variable can have one of values from a set of 2Z assigned to it by concrete domain.

The abstract interpretation is pI, ˝I , x´8,8y, x, y, τq where

• I “ txx, yy |x, y P Z^ x ď yu

• xx, x1y, xy, y1y P I : xx, x1y ˝I xy, y
1y “ xminpx, yq,maxpx1, y1qy. Informally, ˝I is a union of two

intervals

• x, y is an empty interval

• τ will be defined on demand for instructions used in the following example program

Consider the following program in the C language, where Ci in a comment is labelling of a
particular program point i.

Listing 1: Example program

void main()

{

// C_0

int x = 0;

// C_1

// C_2 -- join point of the cycle

while (x <= 100)

{

// C_3

x = x+1;

// C_4

}

// C_5

}

The only integer variable in program is x. As the next step, the system of equations for the
program will be assembled to compute the possible abstract values of x in each program point. But
first we have to define the following two operators:

• ` : xx, x1y ` xy, y1y “ xx` y, x1 ` y1y

• X : xx, x1y X xy, y1y “ xmaxpx, yq,minpx, yqy

The equations are following:

1. C0 “ x, y

2. C1 “ x1, 1y

3. C2 “ C1 ˝I C4
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4. C3 “ C2 X x´8, 100y

5. C4 “ C3 ` x1, 1y

6. C5 “ C2 X x101,8y

The semantics of C1 “ x1, 1y is that the variable x has a value from interval x1, 1y at the program
point C1. The semantics of the other equations are analogical.

If we start computation of fixpoint using just ˝I operator the computation takes 101 steps before the
fixpoint is reached. That is maximal number of iterations of the while cycle. The positive message
is that the computation will terminate, the negative one is that it will take quite a long time for such
a simple program. Therefore we introduce widening O defined as follows:

• x, y is the null element of O

• xx, x1yOxy, y1y “ xpx ă yq ? ´8 : x, py1 ą x1q ?8 : x1y

where ? : is a ternary operator with the same semantics as in the C language.
The equitation 3 will be modified using the widening: C2 “ C2OpC1 ˝I C4q.
The approximation of solution is computed in the following iterations:

0. iteration:

• @i P t0, . . . , 5u : Ci “ x, y

1. iteration:

• C1 “ x1, 1y

• C2 “ x1, 1y

• C3 “ x1, 1y

• C4 “ x2, 2y

2. iteration:

• C2 “ x1, 1yOpx1, 1y ˝I x2, 2yq “ x1, 1yOx1, 2y “ x1,8y

• C3 “ x1, 100y

• C4 “ x2, 101y

• C5 “ x101,8y

Another iteration would not change anything so the fixpoint is reached. The widening operator
definitely accelerated the computation and saved 98 iterations. On the other hand, the information
about values at points in C2 and C5 is very rough due to abstraction.

The loss of information can be reduced by narrowing operator 4 with this definition:

• x, y is the null element of 4

• xx, x1y4xy, y1y “ xpx ““ ´8q ? y : minpx, yq, px1 ““ 8q ? y1 : maxpx1, y1qy

We update 2. equitation using narrowing: C2 “ C24pC1 ˝I C4q. The computed solution of equa-
tions will be refined in the following iterations:

3. iteration:
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• C2 “ C24pC1 ˝I C4q “ x1,8y4px1, 1y ˝I x2, 101yq “ x1,8y4x1, 101y “ x1, 101y

• C3 “ x1, 101y X x´8, 100y “ x1, 100y

• C5 “ x1, 101y X x101,8y “ x101, 101y

After the narrowing the information is much more precise and only one iteration was needed so
97 iterations were saved compared to the computation without widening and narrowing.

Another advantage of analysis of a program in abstract domain is a compact representation using
intervals instead of set of integer values in concrete domain. E.g., the used abstraction (widening
operator) would lead to manipulation with an infinite set.

As we mentioned, the framework of abstract interpretation is much more general and the pre-
ceding example is just a special case. Many other static analysis can be formulated as an abstract
interpretation, e.g., data flow analysis, pointer analysis, or correct array access analysis.

3 Forest Automata

This section gives an introduction to forest automata. First, the definition of the tress and graphs
are given. Then the automata accepting them are defined. The goal is to introduce the automata in
a general way but with respect to the aspects needed for abstract interpretation. The structure and
the definitions in this section are based on [9].

3.1 Graphs, Trees and Forests

In the following text we use dompfq to denote a domain of a total mapping f : AÑ B. The range of
such mapping is denoted by rangepfq. A symbol ai is the i-th symbol of a word w “ a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ an over
an alphabet Σ.

We need for purposes of graphs introduce a ranked alphabet. Intuitively, it is an alphabet with
symbols having an integer rank. When a symbol with a given rank n appears in a labelled graph
then it is required for a symbol to be over exactly n edges leading from one node to n successors.
Formally, a ranked alphabet is a pair pΣ,#q where Σ is a finite set of symbols and # : Σ Ñ N is
a related mapping assigning to a symbol its rank. We use for brevity just Σ to denote a ranked
alphabet. A (directed, ordered, labelled) graph is a total map g : V Ñ ΣˆV ˚ where V is a finite set
of nodes. We call the symbols from Σ labels in context of the graphs. The map g maps each node
v P V to:

1. a label a P Σ that we denote by lgpvq,

2. a sequence of successors pv1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vnq P V
n for n P N. We denote successors by Sgpvq and vi is

denoted by Sigpvq. Symbol lgpvq is such that #plgpvqq “ |Sgpvq|.

A pair v ÞÑ pa, v1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vnq where v, v1, . . . , vn P V , a P Σ such that gpvq “ pa, v1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vnq, is called
an edge of g. A leaf of g is a node v P V without successor so it holds Sgpvq “ ε. Consider
set of all sequences of successors such that a node v1 P V appears among the successors, then the
cardinality of this set is the in-degree of a node v1 P V (denoted by idggpv

1q). More intuitively, the
in-degree of a node is a number of the incoming edges to the node. Formally, in-degree is defined
as idgpv1q “ |tpv ÞÑ pa, v1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vnq, iqq | v ÞÑ pa, v1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vnq is an edge such that i P t1, . . . , nu : v1 “ viu|.
When a node v1 P V has idgpv1q ą 1 it is called a join.

A special case of a graph is a tree. Informally, a tree is a graph where each node is a successor
of at most one of the other nodes. The node which is not a successor of any node is called root.
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Formally, t is a graph which is either empty, or it has exactly one root and @v P V : idgpvq ď 1
(each node is a successor of at most one of the other nodes).

A path from v P V to v1 P V is a sequence p “ v0, i1, v1, . . . , in, vn where v “ v0, v
1 “ vn and

@j P t1, . . . , nu : vj “ Sijpvj´1q (vj is the ij-th successor of vj´1). The length of the path p is n what is
denoted by lengthppq “ n. The path p “ v0, i1, v1, . . . , in, vn is acyclic if @vi, vj P p : i ‰ j ñ vi ‰ vj.
The cost of the acyclic path p is the sequence i1, . . . , in. The path p is cheaper than path p1 iff the
cost of p is lexicographically smaller than that of p1. A node u P V is reachable from a node v P V
iff there exists a path from v to u or u “ v. A node u P V is a root of the graph g iff all nodes v P V
are reachable from u and u is not successor of any other state. We alternatively determine a root of
a graph by a mapping root : g Ñ V which maps a graph to its root.

An example of a graph with V “ tv1, v2, v3, v4, v5u and the alphabet Σ “ ta, bu with a ranking
function # such that #paq “ 2 and #pbq “ 0 is in Figure 1. This graph is a tree.

v1

v2 v3

pq v4 v5

pq pq

b

b b

a

a

Figure 1: A graph t that has attributes of a tree.

In this section we assume without the loss of generality that Σ X N “ H. A Σ-labelled forest is
a sequence of trees t1 ¨ ¨ ¨ tn over (Σ Y t1, . . . , nu) where @i P t1, . . . , nu : #i “ 0 (the rank of new
symbols from N is zero). We suppose that the sets of nodes of the trees t1, . . . , tn are disjoint. Root
references are leaves labelled by a label i P t1, . . . , nu. The newly added symbols from t1, . . . , nu
labelling root references are supposed to interconnect trees in a forest. E.g., when the second tree
has a leaf v which is a root reference labelled by 1 then it is a symbolical connection with the root
of the first tree. The forest t1 ¨ ¨ ¨ tn represents a graph bt1 ¨ ¨ ¨ tn that arises by interconnecting roots
by the related root reference. Formally, the graph bt1 ¨ ¨ ¨ tn contains an edge v ÞÑ pa, v1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vmq iff
Dti P tt1, . . . , tnu : Dpv ÞÑ pa, v11 ¨ ¨ ¨ v

1
mqq P edgesptiq : @j P t1, . . . ,mu : vj “ hpv1jq where edgesptiq is

the set of all edges of the tree ti and

hpv1jq “

"

rootptkq if v1j is a root reference with lpv1jq “ k
v1j otherwise.

Consider a forest f over Σ Y t2, 3u (Σ is the same one as in Figure 3.1) in Figure 2. The graph
bt1, t2, t3 obtained by interconnecting trees in the forest f is in Figure 3.

We mark some graph node as input or output one what is later needed for manipulation with
forest automata of higher degree. The marking of input and output port is done by tuple of so-called
ports in the following way. An input-output-graph (io-graph) is a pair pg, φq (also denoted by gφ)
where g is a graph and φ “ pφ1 ¨ ¨ ¨φnq P dompgq

` is a sequence of ports, where φ1 is the input port
and φ2 ¨ ¨ ¨φn are output ports. The ports are unique in φ. The graph gφ is called accessible if its
root is the input port φ1.
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u1

u2 u3

pq u4 u5

pq pq

b

b 2

a

a

v1

v2 v3

pq pq

b 3

a
w1

pq

b

Figure 2: A forest f consisting 3 trees t1, t2, t3 with roots u1, v1, w1.

u1

u2 u3

pq u4

pq

b

b

a
v1

v2

pq

b

w1

pq

ba a

Figure 3: The graph bt1, t2, t3 obtained from the forest f in Figure 2. The green edges are the ones
that were added to create the graph from the forest f .

The cut-points cpspgφq of a graph gφ are ports and joins of the graph, i.e. cpspgφq “ tv P V | v P
φ_ idgpvq ą 1u.

An io-forest is straightforward extension of a forest with concept of input and output ports. We
add a sequence of numbers which denote the trees of the forest which roots would be input and
output of an interconnected graph of the io-forest. Formally, an io-forest is a pair f “ pt1 ¨ ¨ ¨ tn, πq
such that n ě 1 and π is a sequence of port indices consisting of numbers πi P t1, . . . , nu where
1 ď i ď n. The port index π1 is an index of input port and π2 . . . π|π| is a sequence of the indices of
the output ports. The indices are again unique.

The io-graph bf is constructed from a forest f by making the roots of the trees indexed by
numbers from π input and output graphs of bf , i.e. bf “ pbt1 ¨ ¨ ¨ tn, rootptπ1q, . . . , rootptπnqq.

Because the concept of the io-graphs and io-forests may be a little bit hard to understand we
provide with an example for better explanation.

Example 3.1 In this example, we refer to the graph t from Figure 1. It can be extended to an
io-graph tφ by adding ports φ “ pv1, v4, v5q. The resulting io-graph tφ has the input port v1 and
the output ports v2, v3. Because v1 is the root, the graph tφ is accessible. The cut-points of tφ are
v1, v4, v5.

Now consider the forest f in Figure 2. This forest could be extended to an io-forest fio “
ppt1, t2, t3q, πq by defining a sequence of the port indices π which could be e.g., p1, 3q. Then the
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graph bfio is a pair pbpt1, t2, t3q, pu1, w1qq. The graph bpt1, t2, t3q is the same as in Figure 3. The
input port u1 is indeed rootpt1q and the output port w1 because it is the root of the third tree in f and
the index of the output port is 3.

It is needed for efficient manipulation with forests to define minimality and canonicity which clear
the way for deterministic representation of forests. An io-forest f “ pt1 ¨ ¨ ¨ tn, φq with the underlying
graph bf is minimal iff the roots of the trees t1, . . . , tn correspond to the cut-points of bf . In the
case of minimal io-forest, there exists a bijection between trootptkq | tk P tt1, . . . , tnuqu and cpspbfq.
Therefore io-forest f is an unique representation of bf up-to to permutations of t1, . . . , tn.

Also the permutations of t1, . . . , tn can lead to grown of complexity and so we need to reduce also
this source of non-unique representation of an io-graph by io-forest. Therefore we define a cannonical
ordering over cut-points of bf in the following way. A relation ĺp Ď cpspbfq ˆ cpspbfq is the
canonical ordering iff c1 ĺp c2 ô the cost of the cheapest path from φ1 (input port) to c1 is smaller
than the cost of the smallest path from φ1 to c2. Now, it is finally possible to define also cannonical
representation of io-graph by an io-forest. The io-forest fc is canonical iff it is minimal, the trees
t1, . . . , tn are ordered by ĺp, and bf is accessible. The canonical io-forest is a unique representation
of an accessible io-graph and can be obtained by a depth-first traversal (DFT) of bf .

We need to assume that there is an ordering ďΣ over labels Σ of bf to make DFT deterministic.
The DFT starts with a stack consisting of the input and output ports ordered by ĺp. The DFT is
run over bf . The tuples of successors of a node are visited in the order given by ďΣ The nodes in
these tuples are also ordered. The result of DFT is a canonical forest fc with the following cannonical
ordering of the trees. The first ones are trees corresponding to the ports of f ordered by ĺp and the
rest of the trees is ordered by order in the DFT traversal visit.

3.2 Automata over Trees and Forests

We have defined trees which can been seen as an analogy to words. Words are accepted by finite
automata and the computational model working over trees is a tree automaton which we define now.

A (finite, non-deterministic, top-down) tree automaton (TA) is a quadruple A “ pQ,Σ,∆, Rq
where

• Q is a finite set of states,

• Σ is a ranked alphabet,

• ∆ is a set of transition rules where transitions have a form pq, a, q1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qnq where q, q1, . . . , qn P Q,
a P Σ, n ě 0 and #a “ n. Alternatively, we write q

a
ÝÑ pq1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qnq to denote that pq, a, q1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qnq P

∆. The rule is called leaf rule when n “ 0,

• R Ď Q is a set of root states.

TA has the following semantics. A run of A over a tree t is mapping ρ : domptq Ñ Q such that
@v P domptq Dq

a
ÝÑ pq1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qnq P ∆ : q “ ρpvq ^ @i P t1, . . . , |Spvq|u : qi “ ρpSpvqiq. We use t ñρ q to

denote that ρ is a run of A over a tree t s.t. ρprootptqq “ q and tñ q denotes that there exists ρ s.t.
tñρ q. A state q P Q has language defined as Lpqq “ tt | tñ qu and the language of A is defined as
LpAq “

Ť

qPR Lpqq.

Example 3.2 Consider a TA A “ pQ,Σ,∆, Rq where Q “ tq1, q2, q3, q4, q5u, Σ “ ta, bu, such that

#paq “ 2,#pbq “ 0, R “ tq1u, and ∆ “ tq1
a
ÝÑ pq2, q3q, q2

b
ÝÑ pq, q3

b
ÝÑ pq4, q5q, q4

b
ÝÑ pq, q4

b
ÝÑ pqu.
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Then the map ρ such that @i P t1, . . . , 5u : ρpviq “ qi is a run A over the tree t from Figure 1. Since
ρprootptqq “ ρpv1q “ q1 then t P Lpq1q and because q P R it also holds t P LpAq.

In the same way we have extended trees to forest we define forest automaton accepting forests
consisting of trees.

A forest automaton (FA) over alphabet Σ is a pair F “ pA1 ¨ ¨ ¨An, πq where A1 ¨ ¨ ¨An is a sequence
of tree automata defined over the alphabet Σ Y t1, . . . , nu and π “ I1 ¨ ¨ ¨ In, where I1, . . . , In P
t1, . . . , nu is a sequence of port indices. Forest automata have two different languages. The first one
is related to the notion of io-forests and the other one to io-graphs. The first one is the so-called
forest language obtained by Cartesian product of the languages of particular TA (and port indices)
of FA so the forest language is a set of the io-forests. The other is the so-called graph language
obtained by connecting the io-forests from the forest language to io-graphs. We define the forest
language of the FA F as the set of io-forests Lf pF q “ LpA1q ˆ . . .ˆ LpAnq ˆ tπu. As we mentioned
the forest language contains also port indices otherwise the items of language would not be io-forests.
The graph language would not be also reconstructable without ports in the forest language. The
graph language of F is the set of io-graphs LpF q “ tbf | f P Lf pF qu. FA F respects canonicity if
@f P Lf pF q : f is canonical.

The section about abstract interpretation introduced importance of fixpoint computation in this
technique. The crucial operation for checking whether an abstract interpretation reached fixpoint
of possible abstract values in a given program point is checking ordering between two abstract
values. The ordering is checked in case of forest automata by checking inclusion of their languages
(because their languages represent possible shapes of the heap in the given program point). The
inclusion between languages of two forest automata that respect canonicity is checked component-
wise, i.e. checking language inclusion of their tree automata one by one, what comes from the
following theorem.

Let F 1 “ pA1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨A

1
n1
, π1q and F 2 “ pA2

1 ¨ ¨ ¨A
2
n2
, π2q be two canonicity respecting FA. Then

LpF 1q Ď LpF 2q iff

• n1 = n2

• π1 “ π2

• @i P t1, . . . , n1u : LpA1
i q Ď LpA2

i q

Proof can be found in [6].

Example 3.3 Consider the io-forest fio “ ppt1, t2, t3q, p1, 3qq from Example 3.1. The tree t1 (which
is the same as the tree t) belongs to the language of TA A defined in Example 3.2. We further have
a TA B “ pQB,Σ,∆B, RBq where QB “ tp1, p2, p3u, Σ is same as in Example 3.2, ∆ “ tp1

a
ÝÑ

pp2, p3q, p2
b
ÝÑ pq, p3

b
ÝÑ pqu and R “ tp1u. The TA B contains t2 in its language. Finally, consider

a TA C “ pQC ,Σ,∆C , RCq where QC “ tr1u, Σ is again the same as before, ∆ “ tr1
b
ÝÑ pqu

and R “ tr1u. A set LpCq contains t3. Putting all automata together we can construct the forest
automaton F “ ppA,B,Cq, p1, 3qq. The io-forest fio is in the forest language Lf pF q of F because it
belongs to LpAq ˆ LpBq ˆ LpCq ˆ tp1, 3qu. Hence the graph bfio “ pbpt1, t2, t3q, pu1, w1qq (shown in
Example 3.1) is in the graph language LpF q.
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3.3 Forest Automata of Higher Level

The already defined forest automata are able to model basic data structures such as singly-linked lists
or trees without parent pointers. In more general terms, they are able to represent data structures
with bounded number of cut-points. If we want to represent also dynamic data structures with
unbounded number of cut-points such as doubly-linked lists or skip-lists it is necessary to extend
expressive power of the basic FA. This is done introducing hierarchical FA what are FA having FA
of lower level as the symbols on their edges. These hierarchical FA are defined in this section but to
make their definition easier we firstly define structured labels.

Let Γ be a ranked alphabet of sub-labels with defined total ordering Ă which is called sub-labels
ordering. Let g be a graph defined over 2Γ where A P 2Γ denotes a label of g such that @A Ď Γ :
#A “

ř

aPA #a. These symbols A P 2Γ are structured labels. The graph g has edges in the form
v ÞÑ pA, v1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vnq where A Ď Γ and #A “ n. We denote such edge by e. An edge e consists of sub-
edges forming sequence ex1y “ v ÞÑ pa1, v1 ¨ ¨ ¨ v#a1q ¨ ¨ ¨ exny “ v ÞÑ pam, vn´#am`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ vmq. The i-th
sub-edge of e in g is denoted by exiy “ v ÞÑ pai, vk ¨ ¨ ¨ vlq where i : 1 ď i ď m. We use SEpgq to denote
all sub-edges of the graph g. A node v of a graph is isolated if it is not part of any sub-edge. Formally,
a node v is isolated iff E exiy “ v ÞÑ pai, vk ¨ ¨ ¨ vlq ^ E exiy “ v1 ÞÑ pai, vk ¨ ¨ ¨ vlq : v P tvk, . . . , vlu.
A graph g is unambiguously determined by SEpgq if g has no isolated nodes.

Now tree and forest automata will be extended to work over the defined structured labels.
A TA over structured labels is quadruple A “ pQ, 2Γ,∆, Rq where Q, Γ and R has the same

meaning as in the case of basic TA and ∆ is a set of transition rules with the rules in the form
pq, ta1, . . . , amu, q1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qnq where q, q1, . . . , qn P Q, ta1, . . . , amu P Γ. Each rule could be interpreted as
a sequence of the rule-terms dx1y “ q ÞÑ pa1, q1 ¨ ¨ ¨ q#a1q ¨ ¨ ¨ dxny “ q ÞÑ pam, qn´#am`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qnq and we
denote the i-th rule term of sequence again by dxiy where i P t1, . . . ,mu,

The hierarchy FA over structured labels will be defined in the inductive way starting from the
forest automata of level 1. Forest automata of level 1 have the structured labels from 2Γ but have
not other forest automata in their labels. These FA form the set Γ1. Forest automata of level i form
the set Γi. A forest automaton F of level i` 1 is defined over the ranked alphabet 2ΓY∆ where ∆ is
a subset of forest automata of level i which are called boxes of F . The set of all forest automata of
all levels

ř

iě0 Γi is denoted by Γ˚ and it is ordered by a total ordering ĂΓ˚ defined using ordering
Ă for sub-labels.

The semantics of forest automata of higher level are defined using an operation sub-edge replace-
ment. This operation does a replacement of an edge with graph in label by this graph. The operation
basically removes a sub-edge and connects to the parent and successors of the removed sub-edge a
graph labelling the sub-edge using input and output ports of the graph for this connection.

Formally, let g be a graph with an edge e P edgespgq and sub-edge exiy “ v1 Ñ pa, v2 ¨ ¨ ¨ vnq. Let
g1φ be an io-graph such that |φ| “ n and assume that dompgq X dompg1q “ H. The sub-edge exiy
could be replaced by g1 if @j P t1, . . . , nu : lgpvjq X lg1pφjq “ H (this conditions checks whether there
is no successor of vj and φj reachable over the same label from the both nodes). The result of this
operation is a graph grg1φ{exiys which can be computed using the following algorithm:

• SEpg0q “ SEpgq Y SEpg1qztexiyu.

• @j P t1, . . . , nu : the graph gj is obtained from gj´1 by following procedure

1. Deriving a graph h by replacing the origin of the sub-edges of the j-th port φj of g1 by vj.

2. Redirecting edges from φj to vj, i.e., replacing all occurrences of φj in rangephq by vj

3. Removing φj.

• Graph gn is the result (so the graph grg1φ{exiys is the same one as gn).
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We used the introduced operation of sub-edge replacement to define the similar methods over
forest automata.

• Unfolding of a graph g is replacement of one of its sub-edges with a symbol, which is an FA F 1,
by a graph from language LpF 1q of this FA. Formally, consider an sub-edge exiy of the graph
g with a symbol a, a is a box containing an FA F 1 and g1φ P Lpaq. Then h “ grg1φ{exiys is an
unfolding of g. We use g ă h to denote that h is unfolding of g.

• Folding is a replacement of g1φ by exiy in h obtaining g. So we can say that g1φ is folded to exiy.

A transitive reflective closure of ă is denoted by ă˚. A set of all graphs obtained by repeated
application of unfolding from a graph g over ranked alphabet Γ is called Γ-semantics and is denoted
by JgKΓ or just simply JgK when the alphabet is obvious from context. Formally defined, Γ-semantics
is the set of graphs g1 such that g ă˚ g1. Finally, Γ-semantics is defined for a FA F of higher level
as JF K “

Ť

gφPLpF q
pJgKˆ tφuq.

The extension of canonicity to automata of higher level is straightforward. A FA F is canonicity
respecting if @f P Lf pF q : f is canonical. The language inclusion checking is again possible in the
component-wise way like in the case of basic FA, as it is proved in [7]. However, the testing language
inclusion with the same algorithm used for the non-hierarchical FA is sound but incomplete because
semantics of the structured labels is omitted and they are treated like non-structured symbols.

4 Forest Automata as an Abstract Domain

This section connects abstract interpretation and forest automata to a working verification method
for shape analysis. The method needs to represent dynamic data structures using forest automata as
an abstract domain and also to model commands manipulating dynamic data structures as abstract
transformers over forest automata. Both issues will be covered in this section together with other
parts of abstract interpretation such as join or widening over forest automata.

4.1 Heaps and Forests

So far we use notion of heap very informally but it is necessary to define it in more technical terms
for description of forest automata as an abstract domain. Consider a heap with allocated dynamic
data structures. The heap can be viewed as a graph where the nodes of graph represent allocated
memory cells. The edges between nodes of graph does not represent the pointers in data structures
as one might expect but these pointers are represented by the structured labels over the edges. The
elements of structured labels are of the two kinds. The first ones are so called pointer selectors
forming set PSel representing the mentioned pointers connecting two memory nodes. The other
ones are so called data selectors forming set DSel representing values of data domain D stored in a
memory node. The labels are from the set 2Γ where Γ “ PSel Y DSel ˆ D. Pointer selectors also
contain two special values —null and undefined. Data selectors are captured in the labels with data
pointed by them what is reflected by DSel ˆ D in definition of Γ. A structured label over the edge
leading from a node of a heap graph models a content of an allocated memory represented by the
node.

The graphs with unbounded number of cut-points are represented by hierarchical forest automata
by folding a repeating part of graph causing unboudness into a box. Further we extend the graphs to
io-graphs where the ports of io-graph are nodes pointed by a variable (i.e. a memory node pointed
by a pointer variable).

In order to represent an io-graph modelling heap by forest automata, we need to decompose
such io-graph to a forest what is done in the following way. First, the cut-points of the io-graph
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are identified and numbered by a DFS traversal of the graph starting from the nodes pointed by
the variables. Then the graph is split in these cut-points. The splitting creates a set of trees with
the cut-points as their roots. We label the edges leading to the cut-points before splitting by root
references with a number assigned to the cut-point by the DFS traversal. Finally, we have a tuple of
trees interconnected by root references. The trees in tuples should be ordered by numbers assigned
to cut-points in the DFS traversal. Since the tuples of trees can be accepted by forest automata it
is possible to represent set of heap io-graphs by forest automaton.

4.2 Forming Abstract Interpretation

When we described correspondence between heaps and forest automata it is possible to formally
define concrete and abstract domain. The concrete domain is for each program point a set of pairs
pσ,Hq where σ is a mapping assigning each variable to a node in heap graph, to null or to undefined,
and H is a heap io-graph representing data structures allocated on graph. The abstract domain is
for each program point a set of pairs pσ, F q where σ is a mapping assigning each variable to a TA in
F , to null or to undefined, and F is a forest automaton representing set of heap io-graphs.

All possible abstract configurations for each program point are computed by iterative application
of abstract transformer until reaching fixpoint. The unions of sets obtained by application of abstract
transformers are used as a join at the junctions. At the loop points, the widening is also applied. The
widening is done by abstractions introduced in abstract regular model checking [2]. The abstraction
is used for each TA of FA separately. So far, two kinds of abstraction were used.

The first is so called height abstraction. This abstraction merges states of a TA T accepting the
trees with the same prefixes up to height k where k is chosen constant. Formally, q ” q1 ô Lpqqďk “
Lpq1qďk where Lppqďk “ tt

1 | t P Lpqq ^ t1 is obtained from t by restriction up to height ku and states
p, q, q1 are states of TA T .

Another kind of abstraction is so called predicate abstraction. A set of predicates P “ tP1, . . . , Pnu
is needed for this abstraction. The states in TA merged by this abstraction are the one which have
an non-empty intersection with the same set of predicates. Formally, let T “ pQT ,ΣT ,∆T , RT q be
a TA then q ” q1 ô p@P P P : Lpqq X P ‰ H ô Lpq1q X P ‰ Hq where q, q1 are states of TA T .
The algorithm for computing states by merging is following. The product of TA T with each of TA
representing predicates P is created. The states of TA T are in the product states of the created
product tree automata with the different states of TA representing predicates. The states of TA T
which are in pairs of the product states with the same states are merged by the abstraction. Let
formalize this idea. Consider the set of predicates P represented by the set of TA T “ tAP

1 , . . . , A
P
mu.

Each of product automata T ˆ AP
i , where 1 ď i ď n, has the state set consisting of the product

states of the form pp, qq P QT ˆQAP
i

. Consider the auxiliary function m labelling each state of A by

a set of states of the predicate tree automata, i.e., the function m : QT Ñ 2
Q
AP
1
Y...YQ

AP
m is defined

as follows: mppq “ tq P QAP
1
Y . . . Y QAP

m
| DT ˆ AP

i : pp, qq P QT ˆ QAP
i
u. The equivalence relation

” Ď QˆQ is defined: pp1, p2q P ” ô mpp1q “ mpp2q.
When the widening is done at a loop point the language inclusion between FA before and after

widening is performed to check whether a fixpoint has been reached. The widening is repeated until
the fixpoint is reached. Folding over FA and normalization is also done after each widening (and
before checking inclusion) to bounded number of cut-points and to obtain unique representation
of FA before inclusion checking. If folding would not be done here then an unbounded number of
cut-points may arise.

The weakness of forest automata approach to abstract interpretation is absence of the narrowing
operation. This comes from the fact that forest automata based shape analysis has properties of
abstract interpretation but it was mainly designed on the basis of abstract regular model checking.
Therefore when a spurious error is found in program (error that is not presented in program but
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was caused by overapproximating abstraction) then it is necessary to restart the whole abstract
interpretation with a refined abstraction. The height abstraction is refined by increasing the height
k and the predicate abstraction is refined by a predicate learned from a spurious counterexample [9].
The predicate abstraction approach is more precise because a learned predicate prevents reaching
exactly the spurious error and it does not weaken abstraction too much.

4.3 Abstract transformers

The chosen abstract transformers will be described in this section. The description is mainly based
on [1]. We will cover abstract transformers modelling concrete transformers manipulating heap
structures. The description given here will be more abstract compare to real implementation in
the Forester tool [10] which implements shape analysis based on forest automata. In Forester,
one concrete transformer is translated to more abstract transformers which are implemented as
instructions of Forester microcode. However, the description of the microcode would be full of
technical details darkening the essence of abstract transformers, therefore the abstract transformers
will be presented from the perspective of their effects on abstract domain omitting implementation
details.

• malloc(size) — Allocates a new memory node with given size. In abstract domain, this
is done by creating a new tree automaton which is added to forest automaton representing
current heap. The new tree automaton has one state with transition labelled by structured
label containing pointer selector x together with information about size of allocated memory.

• free(x) — Takes a node of TA pointed by x and isolates all its selectors in labels of transition
under this node. The isolation consists in creating a new TA for representation of a memory
pointed by a selector being isolated and replacing the original selector by root reference to the
new TA. Finally, the node pointed by the variable x is removed. Notice that if one of the newly
created tree automata is not accessible from any other node then a garbage is created.

• x = y->sel — When the selector y->sel leads to a node n which is root reference then the
variable x will be redirected to root of the referenced TA. I.e., σpxq is changed to the referenced
TA in abstract domain. Otherwise, a node n in TA t pointed by selector y->sel is isolated to
a new TA containing part of TA t reachable from the node n. The original occurrence of the
node n is replaced by root reference to the new TA which is added to FA representing heap.
Then the variable x will point to this new TA. It is possible that the selector y->sel is folded
in a box before the operation. Then it is necessary to perform unfolding to access the selector.

• x->sel = y — Firstly, the node pointed by the selector x->sel is isolated to a new TA as in
the previous case. The node pointed by y is also isolated. Then the node pointed by x->sel

is replaced by root reference to TA pointed by y (note, that y is definitely pointing to a TA
which was created during the isolation or was pointed by y without need of isolation). The
unfolding may also be needed in this transformer for the same reasons as in the previous one.

• x = y — The value σpxq is updated in abstract domain to contain the same value as σpyq.

• x = *y — Assume that x is the base type of pointer y. Then a value get by evaluation of σpyq
in abstract domain is stored to x.

It is also necessary to perform garbage checking after each of the described operations. That
is done by checking whether all tree automata in FA representing heap are accessible from nodes
pointed by pointer variables.
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5 Conclusion

This work presented join of abstract interpretation and forest automata for the purposes of shape
analysis. First, the theory of abstract interpretation was presented then forest automata were covered.
Finally, a combination of both and its application in shape analysis were described.

Forest automata have capability to model complex data structures and it is possible to analyse
program manipulating these data structures such as skip-list of the second and the third level, trees
with parent pointers or doubly-linked list [8].

The biggest advantages of this approach is its flexibility and scalability. It is able automatically
verify different data structures without need to provide any specific information manually. Forest
automata based verification beats separation logic methods for shape analysis in this aspect because
they need often manually crafted predicates solving corner cases in verification of different data
structures. Scalability of forest automata lies in an ability to make a local change in a heap without
need to propagate this change all over an automaton what can lead to high computational complexity.
This is in contrast to abstract regular model checking which misses this scalability feature.

On the other hand, the disadvantage of forest automata based verification is current lack of the
more precise abstraction refinement. The mentioned predicate abstraction is currently designed only
for non-hierarchical forest automata what disable a verification of data structures such as red-black
trees or b+ trees. The lack of narrowing also leads to necessity of restarting the analysis when
a spurious counterexample is found.

The possible development of the forest automata based shape analysis is in resolving the men-
tioned weaknesses but also in improving the scalability by introducing methods for modular verifica-
tion of parts of large systems without explicit knowledge about the rest of system. It is also needed
to improve an implementation of the method because its current state in the Forester tool is far from
maturity.
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